Yes Yes Marsha’s Questions to ask before speaking
to colleagues (if you’re anticipating friction)
1. What do we know about…
A. Their problems and pain points — in this job, or in life.
For example: too many tasks, not enough staff hours to do them.

B. Their wants and desires (often just the opposite of A)
For example: Franchise Owner: wants store to be profitable / Marketing Associate: wants to be
creative.

C. What they think they know to be true about the thing you teach or sell
Not what you know but what they think is true (even if it isn’t!)

D. The snarky, eye-rolling comments and objections they (secretly) make about
this topic and about what you might have to say
When you know this, you can address it up front, which will leave them more open to listening.

2. How can you relate what you need them to do/hear to:
(i) Reducing the problems and pain points (as outlined in 1A above)
(ii) Getting them closer to their wants and desires (as outlined in 1B above)

3. How can you address any objections and misinformation upfront, in a friendly and
non-confrontational way?
This could be as simple as, “I know people often think XYZ is true, in fact, it’s more like ABC.”

4. Can you tell a story (real or theoretical) to help them relate to the information you
need them to understand, or the actions you need them to take?
Try and think of a story they can relate to in some way.
Need some help? Find the storytelling checklist HERE, or get pointers on the basics of
storytelling HERE.
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